HELENSBURGH COMMUNITY COUNCIL MINUTES FROM ZOOM MONTHLY MEETING
30TH JULY 2020.

ACTION

1.PRESENT: Norman Muir, Tariq Durrani, Stewart Noble, Roger Ferdinand, John Tacchi, Norman
McNally, Roger Clarke, Sarah Davies, David Allen, Nigel Millar, Ross Hanvidge,(HA).
Cllr Lorna Douglas, Cllr Aileen Morton.
Public: Marcus Girvan, Elizabeth Talbot Douglas Thomson
APOLOGIES: David Sinclair, Peter Brown, Irina Agostinelli, Liz Marion, Sonja Aitken, Stephen Beattie
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST: None
MINUTES: The minutes for the meeting held 25.06.20 were accepted as a true record. Prop: NM
NM : Welcome , advised that Stewart Steele has agreed to become a co-opted member of HCC.
2. TREASURERS REPORT
Circulated 28.07.20. No change from previous report. £40 balance from Health & Wellbeing to be
donated to Police Volunteers, proposed and approved.
3. WATERFRONT PROJECT
NM / PB to arrange meeting with Andrew Collins to gain more information prior to the start of the
contract 10.08.20. There is to be no parking south of the swimming pool and on the old Mariners site.
NMCN; enquired if the splash pool is included
SN: asked to establish the overall cost, how it is financed and if a contribution from retail units is
expected.
NIGELM: required detail of Terms of Reference, monitoring, planning conditions, time scale, risk
register and communications strategy.
NM: Stated the principal area of concern is communications. NM will report back following the
meeting with AC.
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4. RECYCLING
HCC has been in contact with Peter Leckie, Recycling Manager A&B.
Unfortunately Irina unable to attend in the meantime but the relationship with PL is progressing well.
Sarah Davies will help maintain the link with A&B.
RF enquired when food waste collections will resume.
CLLR LD will enquire.
NMCN asked why kerb side glass recycling is mixed but bins at the tip are seperated into green, clear
and brown.
CLLR LD Suggested that the signage on the bins at the tip had not been changed.
SN Asked is if there is a report on solar powered compression bins being trialled in the National Park
5. CYCLEWAY
RC Asked if everyone has seen the reply to HCC from Colin Young regarding the Academy to the
Town Centre proposed by HCC.
NigelM confirmed that this has community support.
NMCN suggested a letter to CY emphasising the need for action.
DA stated that money was already being spent on the A82 in Glasgow.
RC advised that the HADV reported that A&B have been consulted.
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ACTION

AOB
NIGELM has spoken to the developer of the site for a Pub and Offices next to Waitrose site. SEPA
have yet to approve re issue of flooding. The design of the flats at the entranceway of the site has
been approved.
JT suggested that Waitrose must have had SEPA
RC Asked about the burn that runs through the site.

NIGELM

CLOCK TOWER
NMCN Asked if there was any more information regarding the canopy at the Clock Tower. Will it be
removable.
NM Enquired if the clock will be fixed.
RF Offered to ask Brian Keating when next he sees him.

RF

WEBSITE
NM Confirmed that Stewart Steel has agreed to become a co-opted member of HCC and is yet to
complete the required forms.
There are still areas that need to be completed by those responsible.

NM

SPACES FOR PEOPLE
HCC needs to monitor .
DA Pointed out that we already have wide pavements
WEBINARS
TD reminded members of the following August dates:
6th August. Rotary
13th August. Destination Helensburgh
20th August. Hermitage Park
PREPARED BY RF 01.08.20
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